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Grant Statuses – What are they, when are they used, and how do they impact expenses and reports?  

All statuses were not created equal and no status is automatic.  Additionally, statuses are assigned to a 
lifecycle status which is a grouping of statuses. The Budget Warehouse (BW) only displays the status at 
the GRANT (50 or 55) level, not the SPONSORED PROGRAM or INTERNAL ORDER LEVEL. Statuses can be 
applied at the SP level in KCRM but only at the grant level do the statuses carry through to the BW. The 
only internal order statuses that have any meaning in SAP are Approved Award, Compliance Hold, 
Cancelled and Closed. 

Any time a PAFO RA requests an update to the status, a statement should be provided to the PAFO Set-
Up team as to the nature of change along with the PAFO RA’s initials and date. Initials and dates need to 
be added in case there are any questions so the appropriate person can be contacted. All statuses are 
manual, that is, the system does not automatically pick a status based on any criteria. While statuses 
may be updated in SAP only, this has a tendency to break KCRM so status requests by a PAFO RA should 
be submitted to the PAFO Set-Up mailbox to be updated in KCRM and SAP.  As the status update is 
manual, it should be noted that PAFO and OSP could request different status updates that in effect 
confuse the other department, therefore, notes are helpful so that either team can ask questions. 
Statuses are updated throughout the day, every day, for a variety of reasons. 

 

KCRM Status    SAP Status    Lifecycle Status 

1      E0002 Pre-Award Billable  Award 

This status should be used when an award is not at BU but the sponsor has requested billing anyway.  
This is an unusual status and does not halt any expenses. 

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports. 

 

2     E0001 Pre-Award Not Billable  Award 

This status should be used when an award is not yet at BU and is therefore an advance account and no 
billing to the sponsor is allowed. This status does not halt spending in any way.  

Accounts that have IPAS for future funds should not be moved to the Pre-Award Not Billable status until 
they have approval from the Billing Team that all the funds from the current year have been billed. 

This status should not be used as a status to move an account into to clear up issues on the path to 
closing an account, the statuses that should be used to clear up issues is either PAFO/OSP or Pre-Close. 
See those status definitions below. 

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports. 
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3     E0003 Approved Award 

This status should be used when an award has been received and is fully executed. 

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports. 

 

4     E0004 Pre-Close   Award 

This status should be used when an award ending notification is sent to the Department Administrator 
and the Principle Investigator. This status does not prevent an expense from happening and its use 
signifies the notice having been sent.  

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports.     

 

5     E0007 Department/OSP   Closing 

This status should be used to update the account as soon as the end date has passed, that is if the grant 
ends 6/30/YYYY then the status should be updated to Pre-Close on 7/1/YYYY. This status prevents new 
commitments such as shopping carts, but does not prevent payroll or journal entries from posting. 

This status should be used when an award has ended and the status is PAFO/OSP or CLOSED and an 
adjustment needs to be processed for an office other than PAFO. If the adjustment is a payroll action 
the account status cannot be restore to what it was until the Monday following the change to allow for 
fringe and F&A to post. If the adjustment is a re-issue of a check the status can be restored back to what 
is was as soon as the re-issuance has happened as this does not create an expense/credit to the grant.  

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports.  

 

6     E0008 PAFO/OSP   Closing 

This status is used when an account has had the final financial report or invoice submitted; when the 
account is overspent by more than $25K or at the request of the department in order to halt spending.  

Nothing can post to this account unless the action is initiated by PAFO, which means only a journal 
entry, invoice or refund can process when an account is in this status.  If an adjustment to clear an o/e is 
made by either the department or payroll the status should be updated to Pre-Close, see above. If the 
action to clear an o/e is a new funding action ROSA will update the status to Approved Award Status. If 
the action that clears an o/e is an IPAS in anticipation of new funding ROSA will update the status to Pre-
Award Not Billable. 

Accounts in this status display in all BW reports. 
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7     E0009 Compliance Hold   Closing 

This status is used by the Research Compliance Office and halts all activity on an account. This status is 
used when the Principle Investigator or other Key Personnel have not yet completed their financial 
conflict of interest training and forms. Accounts are moved to this status before the anniversary date of 
new funding. No charges are allowed when an account is in this status. 

For awards in this status there is an error message directing individuals to the Research Compliance 
Office for assistance in clearing. Payroll will be redirected to the home fund center of the grant and as of 
March 2016 the following email is sent to the DA for the grant that payroll has been redirected and 
alerts them to watch the account so that when the hold is lifted expenses can be moved to the account.  

 

Dear Department Administrators: 

This is to let you know that the following Action(s) were blocked due to a Compliance Hold (ch) status on 
the grant.  PAFO has verified with the COI office that the Compliance Hold could not be lifted today and 
the payroll action was redirected to the home fund center of the grant. Any payroll action that is not 
redirected halts the entire payroll run so we have no other option available to remedy this circumstance.  

As soon as the compliance hold is lifted you can process a Salary Cost Distribution Form to correct the 
posting. The department/grant administrator is copied on the email notification that the hold was lifted.  

Please see the detail below and fund center that was charged. 

 

Date – Payroll Cycle SP/IO Grant Block Action 

1 Individual/UID 9500304548 50203590 ch redirect to 2574050000 

2 Individual/UID 9500304548 50203590 ch redirect to 2574050000 

3 EDWARD BERNSTEIN BU ID#U92570106 9500304882 50203811 ch redirect to 2573180001 

7 Dr. LINDSAY FARRER BU ID# U28226398 9500304274 50203389 ch redirect to 2573180018 

13 SHERRAL DEVINE BU ID# U35962726 9500304548 50203590 ch redirect to 2574050000 

16 LESLIE BODEN BU ID# U78542086  9500305166 50203579 ch redirect to 2442470000 

 

If you have any questions about the nature of the compliance hold please send an email to coi@bu.edu.  

 

Sincerely, 

Post Award Financial Operations 

https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2574050000&methodToCall=start
https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2574050000&methodToCall=start
https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2573180001&methodToCall=start
https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2573180018&methodToCall=start
https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2574050000&methodToCall=start
https://kuali.bu.edu/kc/kr/inquiry.do?businessObjectClassName=org.kuali.kra.bo.Unit&unitNumber=2574050000&methodToCall=start
mailto:coi@bu.edu
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Neither OSP nor PAFO has the authority to correct accounts in this status; however, if the payroll 
correction period is closed for updates PAFO will be forced to update the status to allow the expense to 
post and then place the account back into Compliance Hold. Fringe and F&A then bounce and are not 
allowed to post until the hold is lifted. General Accounting and PAFO coordinate this effort so that fringe 
and F&A post for month-end. 

Accounts in this status do not display in GM Faculty reports but will display in all other BW reports.  

 

8     E0010 Closed   Closed 

This status is used when the Budget = Expenses = Revenue and AR balance is $0.00 and all revenue and 
AR are matched.  This status is typically applied at the grant level, but can be used at the internal order 
level only when final billing for the internal order has completed. This status prevents all postings. 

When the grant has only one internal order then the grant should be moved to closed status when the 
Budget = Expenses = Revenue and AR balance is $0.00 and all revenue and AR are matched.  

Accounts in this status do not display in GM Faculty reports but do display in all other GM reports.  

 

9     E0011 Cancelled  Closed 

This status does not allow for expenses to post. This status is used when an internal order or grant is set 
up incorrectly. This status can only be used when there are NO expenses or commitments on the grant 
or internal order, whichever is being cancelled. If there are expenses or commitments on the grant or 
internal order, whichever is being cancelled, the commitments must be closed and expenses must be 
moved. Once that happens the grant or internal order, whichever is being cancelled, is then moved to 
Closed status.  

Accounts in this status do not show up on any BW report for GM and this status causes BW KCRM report 
issues so it is imperative that it is ONLY used when there are no expenses or commitments.  

 


